Malaysia
Football
DNA
Developing Future Winners. The Malaysian Way.
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BEHIND EVERY
GREAT PLAYER IS
AN INSPIRATIONAL
COACH
“The best coaches are
continually seeking, striving
and searching for selfimprovement”
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Foreword
Developing the Malaysian DNA; based on how we coach our young players
and how we play in a uniform style is crucial in creating winning teams across
all sections at senior level.
For this, I wish to congratulate the technical department for producing this
Malaysian way. The technical department is the key behind this master plan.

“It is important to note however, the Malaysian Way is not a
replica of any particular country’s Philosophy. It is in fact
underpinned by our own DNA in which desire, work ethics and
technical bravado are constantly encouraged.”
Our coaches will be the telling factor because we realize only one person can
blend little kingdoms of players with a myriad of personalities, characters and
attitudes into one team – and that is the coach.
Let us pray that this Malaysian Football DNA be a lasting legacy.
It is important to note however, the Malaysian Way is not a replica of any
particular country’s Philosophy. It is in fact underpinned by our own DNA in
which desire, work ethics and technical bravado are constantly encouraged.
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YH Dato' Haji Hamidin
bin Haji Mohd Amin
President, Football
Association of Malaysia

Foreword
Football, Youth development and Coaching have changed a lot in the past 20
years. For different reasons in Malaysian Football time has stood still and we
haven’t kept up to date with those changes and developments. In particular
Coach Education and Youth Development have been neglected for a long time.
The most successful countries in the world and even in Asia have one thing in
common. They have started already years ago to work on a uniform way of
developing players and a National Playing Style; which of course affected and
could only be done in conjunction with Coach Education. These countries
developed their own Football DNA.

“For Malaysia to be able to be competitive with the best teams in
Asia we cannot waste anymore precious time.”

For Malaysia to be able to be competitive with the best teams in Asia we
cannot waste anymore precious time.
We need to start developing better players for our senior National Team and
the Malaysian Super League. This is of course a process that will take time.
Simply because it requires some fundamental changes. So we have to be
patient, because sustainable success or success based on design does not
come overnight.
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Peter de Roo
Technical Director, Football
Association of Malaysia

Malaysia Football DNA

For Malaysia to become more competitive
in Asia and for us to produce excellent
players in the future based on design, we
need a much more consistent approach and
a “Vision and Philosophy” on how to play
and how to develop our players.
This Malaysia Football DNA will be the
guide for players, coaches and coach
educators from grassroots to the elite level.

“Better football and better players starts with
developing better coaches and coach
educators”

It will impact on the quality of the football
played in Malaysia, but also will improve
the quality of training, coaching and
ultimately the quality of the developed
players involved.
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Why?
A national DNA or “Vision and Philosophy” is key to align
player and coach development. It will provide a consistent
approach, which will make it much easier for players and
coaches to perform at any level.
Better football and better players starts with developing
better coaches and coach educators. Coaching is a
profession and an extremely difficult one. It takes a long
time to become a good coach. A young player doesn’t
become world class overnight either.
The Malaysia Football DNA will develop a much larger
pool of knowledgeable coaches, who will bring Football
and Footballers in Malaysia to a higher level.
Coaches who are able to best assist players to develop
through the different stages of their development.
Coaches who can create a fun learning experience for our
young players off today regardless of their level.
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Football Vision and Philosophy

There is a lot of opinions and beliefs worldwide
on Youth Development and how football should
be played, however to come to a National Vision
and Philosophy it is important to seek facts and
data on the latest trends. It is also important to
stay pro active and be able to determine future
trends.
The Vision and Philosophy for Malaysia should
be up to date with current trends and resemble
our logo. It should also be suitable to facilitate
best practice in all the different stages of Youth
Development and fit the Malaysian culture and
strengths.
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“Winning is always the objective of
every game of football, but never at all
cost. Especially in youth development
never at the cost of how you want to
play and never at the cost of the
learning and (individual) development
of the players”

Football Vision and Philosophy
No matter what philosophy or principles of play,
football has a clear objective and structure that
cannot be denied.

Objective

Structure

The objective of every game of
football is to win:

Football also has a clear structure.

To do that a team needs to be able
to score goals and prevent goals. In
order to score goals a team must be
able to get the ball and a player in a
goal scoring position and vice versa
prevent the opponent to get the ball
and a player in a goal scoring
position.
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The four main moments are:
• Ball Possession (BP)
• Ball Possession Opponent (BPO)
• Transition from BP to BPO
• Transition from BPO to BP
No matter what vision or playing
style a team adopts, the structure of
the game stays always the same.

Football Vision and Philosophy
Proactive
So now the objective and structure is clear; this
should now be used to analyse the game at
senior level and in Youth Development to
determine trends and come to a Vision and
Philosophy in all of the four main moments.

Proactive
vs Reactive

• Making things happen
• Actively engaged
• Anticipating what is going to
happen

or
Reactive

There are many different successful playing
styles in world football. Some teams take a

• Respond when things happen

more defensive approach whilst other teams

• Passively observing

take a more proactive attacking approach as

• Reacting on what is going to
happen

a starting point.
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Football Vision and Philosophy

It has been well researched
that in Youth Development in
particular, much more
learning takes place when
adopting a proactive approach.
At the highest senior level,
recent history has also shown
us that the most successful
teams play a proactive style
of football.
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“Technical analysis from recent major
club and international tournaments has
shown that the best and most successful
teams have adopted a proactive and
attacking philosophy”

Football Vision and Philosophy
Possession based

Possession based
vs Direct play

•
•
•
•

Having already expressed a preference for a

Having the ball means the other team can’t score
Less turn overs, but sometimes closer to own goal
Patient build-up play to prepare attack
Break down defence with individual skill and
creative combination play

proactive rather than a more reactive
playing style. A proactive style of play can
be applied in various ways.
It could be a possession based way of

or
Direct play

playing like for instance Barcelona, Ajax and
Manchester City or it could be a very direct
way of play with a lot of longs balls directly
from back to front like Wimbledon F.C. or
Republic of Ireland during Euro 2012.
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• Ball is lost away from goal, so we concede less
• Much more turn overs, but further away from our
own goal
• Ball is played as quickly as possible to the strikers
• Long ball-second ball approach

Football Vision and Philosophy

It is obvious that from a Youth Development point of view
much more learning from the players will take place when
adopting a more possession based philosophy.
The technical skills, positioning and decision making skills
of the players will be constantly challenged. At senior level
a possession based style of play has also been proven to
be more successful in recent years.

Effective Possession
Possession is of course never the aim in itself.
Always play forward pass if possible. In the
end it is about possession to create an end
product:

1

To create space
for a penetrating
pass

2

To create a
goal scoring
opportunity

“The 2014 FIFA Technical Report from the 2014 World Cup shows that
only 21 games from the 64 games played were won by the team that had
the least possession”
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Football Vision and Philosophy
In line with the current
trends in world football
from analysing major
International tournaments
and best practice in youth
development.

Ball Possession (BP)

Structured build up from
the back and controlled
possession while
preparing for the attack

Using individual skill and
creative combination play to
create and convert goal scoring
opportunities

Transition from BP to BPO
Transition from BPO to BP
Ball Possession Opponent (BPO)
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Football Vision and Philosophy
These key philosophical
points underpin and support
Malaysia’s playing Vision
and Philosophy and they are
highlighted with some key
points in all the four main
moments of football.

Ball Possession (BP)

Transition from BP to BPO
Get into BPO
positions as
quickly as
possible

Win the ball
back as soon
as soon as
possible

Straight away pressure
on the ball to prevent
opponent from playing a
quick forward pass

Rest Defense

Transition from BPO to BP
Ball Possession Opponent (BPO)
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Football Vision and Philosophy
Ball Possession (BP)

Playing Style Statement
“Dominant in all the four main
moments within the game; based on
effective possession, collective
high press and quick in transitions.

Transition from BP to BPO

Transition from BPO to BP
After winning the ball, play
first pass forward and support.

Get as quickly as possible
in BP positions

Ball Possession Opponent (BPO)
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Football Vision and Philosophy
Ball Possession (BP)

Playing Style Statement
With mentally tough, pro-active
and creative players all over the
field, that have excellent decision
making qualities; playing without
fear.”

Transition from BP to BPO
Transition from BOP to BP

Ball Possession Opponent (BPO)

Win the ball back early by
collective, intelligent forward
defending/pressing
Deny opponent space; force
passes back or side ways
(away from goal)
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Prevent the opponent from
playing a forward pass, if we
cannot prevent opponent from
playing forward pass always
force opponent to give the
forward pass under maximum
pressure
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Football Vision and Philosophy
A proactive style of play based on effective
possession is generally by many regarded as
attractive to watch, but it is also more difficult to
apply successfully. It requires for the players not only
to be very fit, they also need to be good decision
makers and technically gifted. Above all it requires a
mental transition: Players need to be confident,
playing with no fear of making mistakes and be
mentally tough.

To develop skillful players that are
good decision makers, who play
with confidence and without fear;
some fundamental changes need to
be made in the way we coach our
young players.
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Football Vision and Philosophy
Next Step:
From Vision and Philosophy
to formation
The Playing Philosophy is the compass and overarching focus; the
principles of play in all the four main moments comes first. Next step
is a playing formation; which is nothing more then a means to bring
the Philosophy to life.
However not every formation is suitable to bring the Malaysian Way
to life. In Youth Development there should be an emphasis on
developing players who can bring this Philosophy to life. The Football
Association of Malaysia will mandate a 1:4:3:3 formation for all
National Youth Teams and NFDP up till the age of U17 and will
encourage youth programs throughout the country to also utilize the
1:4:3:3 formation for reasons outlined on the following page. For U19
and older a more flexible approach in formation will be left to the
discretion of the coach as long as the general principles of play will
maintain the same.
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Football Vision and Philosophy
Why
1:4:3:3
• There is at least three lines and a logical spread of players around the
field with maximum opportunities to create triangles to naturally
encourage passing and positional play.
• 3 attackers can be quickly supported by 3 midfielders, which allows a
collective high press close to opponents goal.
• Logical spread of players and distances between players around the
field allows quick transitions.
• Positions and associated tasks are easy to understand for the players.

To support consistency in football language,
talent development and identification across
Malaysia. The Football Association of Malaysia
will adopt the numbering system as shown in
diagram.
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“Recent research from the European
Club Association (E.C.A), has shown that
the majority of the 96 clubs that were
part of the research have adopted a
consistent system of play, the 1:4:3:3
being by far the most mentioned”

Football Vision and Philosophy
Futsal
formation
• The preferred formation used for Futsal is
1:1:2:1
• This formation allows a quick transition to BP
and BPO in a game where fast breaks are a
key component.
• There is also a clear link with the football’s
1:4:3:3 formation; so as well as facilitating a
creative playing style through this “diamond”
shape it also enables using futsal as a
development tool for football.

There is no specific numbering system in futsal,
however understanding each position’s task and
responsibility is of great importance.
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Coaching Vision and Philosophy
The Malaysian football community has a proud history and
are fanatical football fans. It has now come to a stage where
there is a need for a fundamental change in the delivery of
three spear heads to make Malaysian Football transform this
potential into actual results.

Three spear heads
Vision And Philosophy On Football

Vision And Philosophy On Coaching

Player Philosophy
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Better coaches means
better players
Better football and better players starts with better coaches
and coach educators. To develop better players, Malaysia
first needs to develop better coaches/educators and our
“best” coaches should be working with our “best” players.

A clear Vision and philosophy is the product of extensive
football knowledge and practical football experience.
Therefore the D,C and B License courses are conducted in
such a way that the “novice” coach is provided with
Malaysia’s Vision and Philosophy, based on the guiding
principles of Malaysia’s National Playing Style.
When a coach progresses to the “A’ License level and
Professional Diploma courses and is by that time suitably
experienced, they may choose to develop and articulate
their own vision and philosophy as their frame of
reference on these courses.

Coaching Vision and Philosophy

The
Coaching Framework
The three main areas of competency that constantly need to
be developed to become a better coach are the match,
management and training.
“The match” is at the centre; everything begins and ends
with the game of football.
Traditionally match day competencies have been neglected
in Coach Education, but they are vital for a coach’s overall
performance.
“Training” only exists because there is a match. If the
training has effect and is done properly according to the four
stages of development in Malaysia can only be measured in
matches.
The competent coach has the “Management” skills to
communicate their ideas, interact with others and lead a
group of people
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Coaching Vision and Philosophy

Isolated or
Holistic
Approach
As much as a Playing Philosophy, Coaching
Philosophy and Player Philosophy cannot
be separated from each other to achieve
maximum outcomes for the improvement
of Malaysian Football.
It is no different in training itself. If we
accept that the purpose of training
ultimately is to become better in matches.
Which can be short-term: JDT 1 preparing
for next AFC cup match vs Bangkok FC or
long-term: preparing elite NFDP U13 team
for matches in the future.
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Technical

Physical

Tactical

Mental

Coaching Vision and Philosophy
Isolated Approach

Holistic Approach

The isolated approach is based
on the view that technique
underpins every action in
Football.

The Holistic approach is much different, it
says that the concept of technique cannot be
isolated from its football context. Football
involves technical, tactical, mental and
physical components and instead of
improving technique through isolated drills, it
should be improved in modified game related
situations. For instance dribbling within a grid
with other players, they still learn the basic
dribbling skill, but now they are moving
around in a context where there are other
players in it. So they are looking for space,
they develop game awareness of their
environment and they are making decisions.

Without good technique a
player cannot be successful. So
in order to improve, technique
is broken down smaller
components and mastered
through repetition before being
applied in a game situation. For
instance the player dribbling
through cones.

“Technique is nothing more than
just the execution of a decision”
– Raymond Verheijen
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So if the purpose of training is to improve in the match,
doesn’t it make sense to keep a match-like
environment as much as possible intact?
To be able to transfer what a player has learned in
training into a new context (the game) is only possible
when there is a maximum of resemblances between
the training and the game.

Coaching Vision and Philosophy

“Research has shown that this type
of drill based or isolated training
(i.e. repetition without decision
making) is not the most
educationally effective way to
teach football. Players may perform
the techniques, but not learn how,
when and where to apply them in the
game”
“A player who looks great at
performing a prescribed technique on
the training pitch but does not
recognize when or where to use it
during the game has the same
problem as the player who sees the
right moment and where to use it but
lacks the technique to execute it ”
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The misconception could arise, that the holistic approach
is against skills, or that it neglects skills for tactics. It
doesn’t, it is just a “whole “ approach. It also doesn’t
necessarily mean the isolated approach is incorrect. It
means the isolated approach does not fit well in the
framework and definition of what “football training” is. It
can still play a vital role in player development, but just in
a different setting then training.

This is where the role of practice comes in. Separate from
training, players should be encouraged to practice with
friends or by themselves; even in isolation.
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Coaching Vision and Philosophy
Directive Approach

Guided Discovery

Football is a tactical preference
sport, where decision making
and game awareness are vital
components.

Some disadvantages of this Directive
Approach to coaching are the production of
“robotic” players, poor decision makers, lack
of game awareness and lack of enthusiasm.

However traditionally and
evidence suggests that the
majority of coaching methods
we use are very directive. In
other words we tell our players
what they need to do rather
then make them think. It is a
very coach centred
environment

The guided discovery approach is player
centred and basically means asking questions
and provide options and choices for the
players. From there as a coach you guide the
players to the right solutions, which
encourages players to think and find the
answers themselves. In the long run this
approach will have a much bigger impact on
player development.

“Tell me and I will forget, show me
and I will remember, involve me
and I will learn it”
– Chinese Proverb
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In order to produce players that will take Malaysian
football to the next level we need to move away from
the traditionally directive methods of coaching.
To develop “thinking”players with good game
awareness we need to adopt a much more guided
discovery style of coaching and our training should be
much more player centred.

Coaching Vision and Philosophy

Coach Education
Apart from the fact that coach education has been neglected
for way too long in Malaysia; which has resulted in very low
numbers of qualified coaches and coach educator’s. It also
became obvious that there was only one stream of courses
available, regardless if the coach was working with a social
team or at elite level.
FAM coach education will consist of two pathways. Both
pathways will allow coaches to learn the knowledge and
skills that are specific to their situation, in an appropriate
learning environment. Players require very different
coaching at different stages of their development and the
two pathways will provide support at each stage.
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Coaching Vision and Philosophy
Beginner
Coaches
Beginning coaches can enter the
Community Pathway as introduction
level or if coaches believe that their
previous playing and coaching
experience provides them with a higher
base of knowledge, they can
immediately enter the Advanced
Pathway.

“We understand it takes roughly 12 years to develop from a young player into a good
professional player and only a few will ever reach that level, yet we think we can become a
good coach overnight”.
– Peter de Roo
Technical Director, FAM
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The Community Pathway course is
specially designed for the coaches who
work at community level. The course is
short, easily accessible and low-cost.
Focus will be almost exclusively on
developing basic skills and building a
love for the game. Coaches at this level
are crucial for increasing participation.

Coaching Vision and Philosophy
Advanced
Coaches
Advanced Pathway courses are
specifically designed for the coaches
who work with the “best” players: the
courses are longer and much more
intensive.

A key culture shift has had to occur, as we have to accept that, in the same way that it
takes a long time and a lot of effort to become a professional football player, it also takes a
long time and a lot of effort to become a professional football coach in the Advanced
Pathway.
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The course fees reflect the length and
quality of the training program
delivered, because of the nature of the
coach and the player in the Advanced
context, these courses progressively
develop all the elements of the Coaching
Model. Graduates from the Advanced
Pathway are the pool of coaches that
are to be considered for full and parttime employment as football coaches
working with our most talented players.

Coaching Vision and Philosophy

The Coaching
Process
As previously mentioned it is widely
accepted that there are four main
components in a game of football
(tactical, technical, mental and
physical). Often these components
were developed separately by coaches
and coach educators. That’s what we
call the “isolated approach”
However by doing so the “holistic
approach of perceiving (what do I see?),
deciding (what do I do?) and execution

(the execution of the decision) is being
separated. Traditionally in the isolated
approach the focus is often only on the
execution.
Research has shown that in sports like
football this is not the most effective
way to teach football, but more suitable
for sports like for instance golf.

To support this more effective “holistic way” of coaching, it is important
the coach has a clear PROCESS to conduct and undertake a constructive
training session.
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Coaching Vision and Philosophy

The Coaching Process
Plan

Prepare
Conduct
Evaluate
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Coaching Vision and Philosophy

The Coaching Process
Plan

Prepare

Conduct
Evaluate
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Coaching Vision and Philosophy

The Coaching Process
Plan
Prepare

Conduct

Evaluate
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Coaching Vision and Philosophy

The Coaching Process
Plan
Prepare
Conduct

Evaluate
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Player Vision and Philosophy
4 Stages of Development
Youth development is a long term process and takes 12-14 years from the first
introduction to the game until the player becomes an adult and senior player.
In those 12-14 years the player goes through a lot of changes physically,
emotionally, cognitive etc. Every age has its own characteristics, which
requires also a different skill and approach from the coach.
In order to be effective, coaches need to understand those changes, they need
to know the mental and physical characteristics of the players in the various
“Success is no accident. It is hard work, perseverance, learning, sacrifice
and most of all, love of what you are doing or learning to do”
– Pele

development stages. Simply because they impact on what we do and how we
communicate with the players.
It will help answer questions such as:
What kind of training is suitable for specific age groups and which are
not? How often do I train and for how long? What is the content of my
session? What will be my focus while I coach my team during matches?
How do I plan, design and conduct my training session?
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Player Vision and Philosophy
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Player Vision and Philosophy
Through all the
different stages of
development , it is
important to create a
step by step strong
(fun) learning
environment:

•

Inspiring and stimulating learning environment

•

Interaction between coach and player

•

Match focused tasks and game situations

•

Players get the opportunity to solve problems
themselves

With the goal to:
• Develop technically gifted, proactive players
with good decision making skills able to play
“The Malaysian Way”
• Shift from playing reactive and direct to
proactive and possession based modern
football.
• Develop a lifelong passion and love for football
in young players.

In youth development,
focus on the player
Let them

• Make their own decisions

• Experience (own experience)

• Have fun

Support them

• Be patient and give confidence

Help them

• Make the right decisions
36

• Find a solution

• With positive coaching

• Become competitive in Asia again.

“Want to keep kids in the game? Then make it fun”
- Peter de Roo
Technical Director, FAM

Player Vision and Philosophy
4 Stages of Development

PERFORMANCE STAGE
football

GAME TRAINING STAGE
13

Learning how to play together as a team

SKILL TRAINING STAGE
9

Learning the technical skills to play the game

DISCOVERY STAGE
5
37

Small sided football

17

11 vs 11

Learning how to win and preparation for adult

Discovery
Stage

This stage is all about “discovering”
and developing a lifelong love for the
game. Participation aspect is very
important; all these young players
might not make it as a professional
player or one day play for Malaysia,
but they will be our future supporters,
players, coaches, administrators,
referees or volunteers.
It is all about players getting involved
in football for the first time. All
activities should be exciting, fun and
stimulating. Coaching and engaging
with the players should be positive
and encouraging; praise effort!
Enthusiastic coaches that engage
well with the players can be decisive
for them to choose football as their
sport.

Building a love for the game in a fun environment
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Player Vision and Philosophy
Discovery Stage

PERFORMANCE STAGE
Learning how to win and preparation for adult

13

Learning how to play together as a team

SKILL TRAINING STAGE
9

Learning the technical skills to play the game

DISCOVERY STAGE
5
38

11 vs 11

GAME TRAINING STAGE

Age characteristics of the player

Building a love for the game in a fun environment

Small sided football

17

football

•
•
•
•
•
•

The ball is biggest resistance, players need to get used to the ball
No or very basic cognitive skills
Will enjoy short fun games
Only able to handle small amounts of information and easily distracted
Beginning of discovery stage; very uncoordinated, with and without ball
Self-centered and no understanding how to play (in and out of possession)

Coaching
This is all about creating a fun environment through playing small sided
games, players need to discover the objectives and basic football actions by
just playing football.
•
•
•
•

No coaching and too much talking, just create a “learning environment”
Emphasis on fun and building a love for the game; be enthusiastic
Lots of ball contacts, lots of movement
Loads of encouragement; little or no coaching intervention
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Player Vision and Philosophy
4 Stages of Development

PERFORMANCE STAGE
football

GAME TRAINING STAGE
13

Learning how to play together as a team

SKILL TRAINING STAGE
9

Learning the technical skills to play the game

DISCOVERY STAGE
5
39

Building a love for the game in a fun environment

Small sided football

17

11 vs 11

Learning how to win and preparation for adult

Skill
Training
Stage

Children in this stage are roughly
between 9 and 12 years old. The
players are well balanced and
coordinated. The Japanese call this
the “golden age of motor learning”.
Hero worship, identification with
successful teams and players and a
hunger for imaginative skills typify
the mentality of this age. This is a
time of transition from self-centered
to self-critical.
Players of this age have a high
arousal level in relation to the training
of basic skills and it is the most
important stage for skill
development. This is where we build
the technical foundation; missing out
here will have an effect on the rest of
their playing careers. Demonstration
is very important and the players
learn best “by doing”.
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Player Vision and Philosophy
Skill Training Stage

PERFORMANCE STAGE
Learning how to win and preparation for adult

13

Learning how to play together as a team

SKILL TRAINING STAGE
9

Learning the technical skills to play the game

DISCOVERY STAGE
5
40

11 vs 11

GAME TRAINING STAGE

Age characteristics of the player

Building a love for the game in a fun environment

Small sided football

17

football

Very sensitive to criticism and failure (praise is important)
Highly motivated and enthusiastic
Physically and mentally ready for more structured approach to training
Very competitive, eager to learn and show that they are the best
Less self-centered and starting to understand the concept of working
together
• Very well balanced and coordinated
•
•
•
•
•

Coaching
Focus in this stage should be on developing the technical football skills, but
always in the context of the game. The four skills we distinguish are: striking
the ball; first touch, dribbling with the ball, 1v1. Team tactics can be gradually
introduced and become gradually more important to prepare players for the
next stage.
• Focus is on mainly on laying technical foundation, gradually team tactics
can be introduced and increased towards the end of skill training stage
• Technical skills need to be trained and developed in a game related
context
• Lots of ball contacts
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Player Vision and Philosophy
4 Stages of Development

PERFORMANCE STAGE
football

GAME TRAINING STAGE
13

Learning how to play together as a team

SKILL TRAINING STAGE
9

Learning the technical skills to play the game

DISCOVERY STAGE
5
41

Building a love for the game in a fun environment

Small sided football

17

11 vs 11

Learning how to win and preparation for adult

Game
Training
Stage

Players are entering puberty phase
which means radical changes
physically and mentally. They start
growing faster and on average have
their growth spurt at around 13 (girls
on average 1 or 2 years earlier!). For
some players it means they may look
clumsy, gangly and uncoordinated, at
the same time their intellectual
development accelerates. This is why
the game training stage is very
suitable to shift the focus to their
tactical awareness and insight.
Where to focus in the skill training
stage was on developing the core
skills and tools to play the game; the
emphasis in the game training stage
is on learning to apply them in the
four main moments of the game
together as a team.
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Player Vision and Philosophy
Game Training Stage

PERFORMANCE STAGE
Learning how to win and preparation for adult

13

Learning how to play together as a team

SKILL TRAINING STAGE
9

Learning the technical skills to play the game

DISCOVERY STAGE
5
42

11 vs 11

GAME TRAINING STAGE

Age characteristics of the player

Building a love for the game in a fun environment

Small sided football

17

football

• Players entering growth spurt and can get gangly and uncoordinated
• Prone to overuse , growth related injuries
• First signs of big differences in physical development between early
developers and late maturers
• Want to be part of a team
• Sudden mood changes
• Accelerated intellectual development

Coaching
In skill training stage the focus was on developing the four core skills with
slowly increasing and introducing team tactics. The game training stage will
focus on applying these skills in a functional way playing together as a team
in all the four main moments: Ball Possession, Ball Possession Opponent,
Transition from BP to BPO and Transition from BPO to BP.
• Focus is on teaching how to use the core skills in team setting of team
tasks, players tasks, with 1:4:3:3 as preferred formation
• Facilitating the development of tactical awareness, perception and decision
making trough a game-related and reality based approach to training
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Player Vision and Philosophy
4 Stages of Development

PERFORMANCE STAGE
football

GAME TRAINING STAGE
13

Learning how to play together as a team

SKILL TRAINING STAGE
9

Learning the technical skills to play the game

DISCOVERY STAGE
5
43

Performance
Stage
For most of the players the growth spurt has come to a standstill;
generally at the age of 16.

Small sided football

17

11 vs 11

Learning how to win and preparation for adult

Again for girls usually a bit earlier. Higher levels of the hormone
testosterone allow boys to add muscle. Core stability programs
should be an important element to training in this stage, but
preferably incorporated in the warm up and not the gym to avoid
losing precious football training time. Also football specific
conditioning can start; doing this earlier is mostly and in general
pointless (even dangerous if conducted inexpertly).
Final stage to prepare players for the demands in adult football.

Building a love for the game in a fun environment
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Performance Stage

PERFORMANCE STAGE
Learning how to win and preparation for adult

13

Learning how to play together as a team

SKILL TRAINING STAGE
9

Learning the technical skills to play the game

DISCOVERY STAGE
5
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11 vs 11

GAME TRAINING STAGE

Age characteristics of the player

Building a love for the game in a fun environment

Small sided football

17

football

• Players growth spurt has come to an end
• Higher levels of testosterone allow players to add muscle
• Coordination is back, mental balance restored and the body’s energy systems
can now be trained effectively
• Wants to take ownership of tactics and implement them on the field
• Differences in motivations to play the game; some players come to a point
they will start to make choices around life balance, study, work etc.

Coaching
Analyzing football from a physical point of view tells us that football is nothing
more and nothing less than a game of explosive actions (runs, sprints and
recovery in between). So to get fitter we need to be more explosive, powerful and
we need to be able to maintain being more explosive for 90 minutes. We need to
be able to recover quicker between explosive actions and maintain quick
recovery for 90 minutes.
• Football specific conditioning should become key part to the program;
• Match is the centre: training to focus on solving football programs based on
match analysis
• preparing teams for senior environment where winning becomes the main
aim.
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Winning vs Development
The concept of Development vs Winning in youth football is an
ongoing hot topic; heavily discussed amongst coaches, parents and
supporters of the game. Also in youth football in Malaysia this is a
relevant subject, but it is not the winning itself or the will to win that
can be detrimental to development; after all we want to develop
“future winners”. Winning matters, but development matters more. It
is the winning at all cost that is the problem.
In Malaysian youth football it is very evident that the emphasis on
winning at all cost is damaging the development of young players.
There are exemptions to this, however generally coaches have lost
sight of the fact that winning never should go at the cost of
developing a team or individual players. Never at the cost of playing
football.

Not only is a winning at all cost mentality detrimental for youth
development, it is also one of the main reasons for kids involved
in organized sports to drop out.
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Winning at all costs influences talent identification.
Physically strong players who can win next weekend’s u12
game will be selected over the smaller players, that might
have much more ability, but not have the strength yet.

Player Vision and Philosophy
Winning vs
Development

Also there is a misconception in today’s youth football environment (in
Malaysia), that it is ok to bench physically weaker players, or play stronger
players noticeably more than weaker players, in order to win games. That is
a BIG FAIL of the majority of the clubs, academies and schools. If a child is
good enough to make the team, then he or she is good enough to play. The
appropriate amount of playing time for any player on the squad is EQUAL
playing time, maybe not in every single game, but definitely over the course
of a season.

Benching a player because the coach feels that they
have a better chance of winning without that player on
the field only ensures that the player will not improve.

There are many potentially very good
players that never achieved their
potential because of the coach making it
about him and not about the players.
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The other reason that players should play equal playing time is that playing a
child noticeably less than the other kids on the team can destroy a currently
weaker player’s self-confidence, which again might lead to them quitting
prematurely.
Which means that Malaysian football doesn’t have the best of the best
representing our country at the highest levels. Instead , we have the best of
what is left representing us at the highest levels.
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Talent identification
There are many coaches that claim to be great identifiers of talent by
pointing to the results of their U12 all star team. These coaches are
not talent identifiers; they are talent selectors. The difference could
not be more striking or more damaging to Malaysia’s talent pool.
Talent selection is separating the players with the current ability to
participate and be successful in the games taking place in the near
future. Talent identification, on the other hand is the prediction of

There is obviously a lot more to talent Identification,
then described here. Such as Relative Age Effect,
early or late maturation. Also the social environment
has a lot of impact on the prediction of future
performance. Therefore Talent Identification will be
part of our coaching courses or maybe even a course
in itself for elite/experienced youth coaches.

future performance based on an evaluation of current physical,
technical, tactical and psychological qualities. Talent selection is
pretty simple; talent identification however is an art.
One will produce great results today; the other builds elite players
and winning teams for the future (at senior level).
If this approach was adopted in Belgium, Spain or Holland we
probably never would have seen players like Hazard, Iniesta, Xavi and
Sneijder. So, basing talent identification on mainly physical
characteristics is probably not the best approach.
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Also physiological characteristics (sprints, agility)
are being used to identify talent in youth academies.
The question here again is are the ones that excel in
these type of tests simply the early maturing players
and equally important how football specific are these
tests? What does it mean if you are the fastest
sprinter, but you lack the game awareness to know
when to start or in which direction to run.
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Talent identification
When you look at the best players in the world, their technical
skills are so high, it is probably safe to say that an assessment
of these attributes at youth level has the capacity to define
the more or less talented player. There are all sorts of skill
tests that can be used as part of talent identification and these
tests might have value.
The problem is that football is a complex sport where these
skills have to be performed, not in isolation, but under
pressure from opponents in a constantly changing
environment. Technique cannot be separated from decision
making. As a matter of fact technique in football is nothing
more then the execution of a decision.

What is Talent in Football?
Individual qualities which can lead to
excellent and lasting performances in
the future

What Do We Look For?
4 basic competencies a future
Malaysian top player requires

Technique (Body and Ball Control)
Explosiveness
“Research has shown that talent or intelligence only
accounts for 30% of our success, the remaining 70% is
because of our mental toughness”
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Awareness / Reading The Game
Mental Toughness (Focus and Personality)

Player Vision and Philosophy

Mental
Toughness
A proactive style of play in all the four main moments of a game of football is
generally considered by many as more attractive to watch, it also has proven
to be the most successful approach at major tournaments in recent history.
It is also the most difficult style of play to apply successfully; it requires
players with good technical and decision making skills ; players who have
confidence, belief, focus and discipline.
It requires the belief and confidence of the players in the way they play and in
each other; it is vital that they stay focused and disciplined for the whole
game. Regardless the circumstances, referee decisions, score line, who the
opponent is etc. In other words it requires our players to be mentally tough.

Looking at senior professional at the highest level in
Malaysia it is fair to say that mental toughness is not
the strongest trait. Players lose discipline very quickly.
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Mental
Toughness
Some indicators are the moments in the game that most goals are
scored, players get distracted and lose focus very quickly after a bad
decision from referee or conceding a goal, the distances between the
lines, etc.

Also at International level both senior and junior level.
Malaysian teams historically often like to be the
underdog or play not to loose. Which often has led to a
very defensive way of playing. Not exactly trademarks
of belief and confidence.

Not only to develop players to be able to play according to our
National Playing Style; also to prepare our players better for a
transition into senior professional football; to be strong enough to
handle an environment where a lot of the senior and older players
around them have not the discipline and standards that fit a
professional top sport climate.
They need to be strong and disciplined enough to make the right
choices necessary to pursue a career as a successful professional
player for Malaysia.
Recent research has shown that talent or intelligence only accounts
for 30% of our success, the remaining 70% is because of our mental
toughness. In other words in football; off course you need to have the
talent, but if you don’t have the mental toughness to go with that it is
not very likely you are going to be a successful player.

“Research has shown that talent or intelligence only accounts
To be successful in the way we want to play will need a fundamental
mental change. Mental toughness needs to become an integral part
of our (elite) youth development.
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for 30% of our success, the remaining 70% is because of our
mental toughness”

Player Vision and Philosophy

9

1

1
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9

Player
Profiles
In 1:4:3:3
Ideal competencies of player
per position, we distinguish
7 different profiles that will
support talent identification
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Goalkeeper
Player Profiles In 1:4:3:3

Ball Possession (BP)

1
Ball Possession Opponent (BPO)

Transition from BPO to BP

1
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Transition from BP to BPO
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Goalkeeper
Player Profiles In 1:4:3:3

Ball Possession (BP)

1

Ball Possession Opponent (BP0)

Transition from BPO to BP

1
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Transition from BP to BPO
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Goalkeeper
Player Profiles In 1:4:3:3

Ball Possession (BP)

Ball Possession Opponent (BPO)

1
Transition from BPO to BP

1
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Transition from BP to BPO
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Goalkeeper
Player Profiles In 1:4:3:3

Ball Possession (BP)

Ball Possession Opponent (BPO)

1
Transition from BPO to BP

Transition from BP to BPO

1
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Fullbacks

Player Profiles In 1:4:3:3

Ball Possession (BP)

2

Ball Possession Opponent (BPO)

5

Transition from BPO to BP

Transition from BP to BPO
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Fullbacks

Player Profiles In 1:4:3:3

Ball Possession (BP)

2

5

Ball Possession Opponent (BP0)

Transition from BPO to BP

Transition from BP to BPO
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Fullbacks

Player Profiles In 1:4:3:3

Ball Possession (BP)

Ball Possession Opponent (BPO)

2
Transition from BPO to BP

5
Transition from BP to BPO
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Fullbacks

Player Profiles In 1:4:3:3

Ball Possession (BP)

Ball Possession Opponent (BPO)

2
Transition from BPO to BP

Transition from BP to BPO

5
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Player Profiles In 1:4:3:3

Central Defenders
Ball Possession (BP)

3

Ball Possession Opponent (BPO)

4

Transition from BPO to BP

Transition from BP to BPO
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Player Profiles In 1:4:3:3

Central Defenders
Ball Possession (BP)

3

4

Ball Possession Opponent (BP0)

Transition from BPO to BP

Transition from BP to BPO
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Player Profiles In 1:4:3:3

Central Defenders
Ball Possession (BP)

Ball Possession Opponent (BPO)

3
Transition from BPO to BP

4
Transition from BP to BPO
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Player Profiles In 1:4:3:3

Central Defenders
Ball Possession (BP)

Ball Possession Opponent (BPO)

3
Transition from BPO to BP

Transition from BP to BPO

4
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Player Profiles In 1:4:3:3

Holding Midfielder
Ball Possession (BP)

6

Ball Possession Opponent (BPO)

8

Transition from BPO to BP

Transition from BP to BPO
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Player Profiles In 1:4:3:3

Holding Midfielder
Ball Possession (BP)

6

8

Ball Possession Opponent (BP0)

Transition from BPO to BP

Transition from BP to BPO
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Player Profiles In 1:4:3:3

Holding Midfielder
Ball Possession (BP)

Ball Possession Opponent (BPO)

6
Transition from BPO to BP

8
Transition from BP to BPO
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Player Profiles In 1:4:3:3

Holding Midfielder
Ball Possession (BP)

Ball Possession Opponent (BPO)

6
Transition from BPO to BP

8
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Transition from BP to BPO
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Player Profiles In 1:4:3:3

Offensive Midfielder
Ball Possession (BP)

10

Ball Possession Opponent (BPO)

10

Transition from BPO to BP

Transition from BP to BPO
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Player Profiles In 1:4:3:3

Offensive Midfielder
Ball Possession (BP)

10

10

Ball Possession Opponent (BP0)

Transition from BPO to BP

Transition from BP to BPO
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Player Profiles In 1:4:3:3

Offensive Midfielder
Ball Possession (BP)

Ball Possession Opponent (BPO)

10
Transition from BPO to BP

10
Transition from BP to BPO
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Player Profiles In 1:4:3:3

Offensive Midfielder
Ball Possession (BP)

Ball Possession Opponent (BPO)

10
Transition from BPO to BP

Transition from BP to BPO

10
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Wingers

Player Profiles In 1:4:3:3

Ball Possession (BP)

7

Ball Possession Opponent (BPO)

11
Transition from BPO to BP

Transition from BP to BPO
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Wingers

Player Profiles In 1:4:3:3

Ball Possession (BP)

7
Ball Possession Opponent (BP0)

11
Transition from BPO to BP

Transition from BP to BPO
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Wingers

Player Profiles In 1:4:3:3

Ball Possession (BP)

Ball Possession Opponent (BPO)

7
Transition from BPO to BP

11

Transition from BP to BPO
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Wingers

Player Profiles In 1:4:3:3

Ball Possession (BP)

Ball Possession Opponent (BPO)

7
Transition from BPO to BP

11
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Transition from BP to BPO
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Striker

Player Profiles In 1:4:3:3

Ball Possession (BP)

9

Ball Possession Opponent (BPO)

9

Transition from BPO to BP

Transition from BP to BPO
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Striker

Player Profiles In 1:4:3:3

Ball Possession (BP)

9
Ball Possession Opponent (BP0)

9

Transition from BPO to BP

Transition from BP to BPO
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Striker

Player Profiles In 1:4:3:3

Ball Possession (BP)

Ball Possession Opponent (BPO)

9
Transition from BPO to BP

9

Transition from BP to BPO
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Striker

Player Profiles In 1:4:3:3

Ball Possession (BP)

Ball Possession Opponent (BPO)

9
Transition from BPO to BP

9
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Transition from BP to BPO
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Player Vision and Philosophy
For players to enjoy football and to be able to reach
their potential it is pivotal that they take part in a
suitable number of training sessions and games!
Every player should play and train at a level that is
appropriate for their development stage and ability.

Competitions
For players to enjoy and develop it is vital that they train and play at a level
that meets their wants and needs. Their is two categories that the Football
Association of Malaysia distinguishes:

Training is to prepare for
the match; to develop as a
player and training should
be designed to meet the
players drive for playing.

Competitive matches
against other teams that
challenges the players at
the appropriate level.
For young players it is also
where players want to show
and put in practice what
they have learned in
training.
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Challenge is the key word. No
player; boy or girl will reach their
potential if the training and/or the
game are too easy and vice versa if
the training and/or game is too hard
or the bar too high.
As a matter if players are not
challenged enough; they will get
bored and maybe give up the game
all together and the same for players
for whom the bar is too high.
Matches and a challenging
competition environment at the
appropriate level are a vital
component of long term player
development.
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Development of players in Malaysia is often not “club based”.
Most of the players play their football in private academies or
schools. Combined with the State FA’s focus predominantly
being on senior teams this has lead to ad hoc, irregular and
random competitions organized by private entities and or
Ministry of Education etc.

Competitions
Malaysia can have the best development plan or curriculum in the world. The
outcome however will always depend on the quality of the coaches and
instructors who deliver it. Then we can have the best coaches and instructors
who can bring the Plan to life.
Players will still not develop and reach their potential if they do not play
enough games or there is a lack of quality (youth) competition in all the
States

A few states compensate this lack of competition by organizing
one-off festivals for various age groups. However, these
initiatives depend on personal initiatives, private academies,
school associations, venue availability, etc.

Malaysia will never be able to close the gap with the top countries in Asia if
we do not fill that void in Youth Development. A talented player in South
America or Europe plays 40 or more competitive games a year. Some of our
elitist players in Malaysia played no more then 10 to 12 competitive matches
in 2017; if the player was lucky enough to get selected for the National team
he played 6 to 10 games more.
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It is and should be one of the missions and responsibilities of
football governing bodies to offer players an opportunity to
participate in organized football competitions. Depending and
with taking in account the geographical spread and ability of
the players (international, national or regional) these bodies
regulate the organization of youth football for several age
groups and gender categories, particularly by issuing
licenses/registrations for players, approving facilities,
standardizing competition formats and imposing sanctions.
This structure is often referred to as “association” football,
because their affiliation by nature as federations of football
associations. From National governing body to State FA down
to districts.

It will take a joint effort by the football governing bodies,
private academies, schools and all other stakeholders involved
to organize regular, structured competitions with standardized
formats for several age groups and gender categories to ensure
player development for all levels of football.
To assist with making Malaysia a real competitor again in the
Asian region, together with an improved Coach Education
system that will produce coaches capable of “developing”
future winners; The Malaysian Way”.

Competitions drive development !

There is no development without competitions The organization of a greater
number of competitions is therefore a key step for the development of youth
players, coaches and referees. Also, the goal should be to extend the duration
of existing competitions. The more playing opportunities, the more progress
can be made by all involved. The survey shows that the most successful
associations in youth football organize longer youth competitions than the
least successful ones.
FIFA Youth Survey 2017
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“As a little boy in Argentina, I
played futsal on the streets and
for my club. It was tremendous
fun and it really helped me
become the player I am today”
− Lionel Messi

Futsal
Futsal is the format of indoor football, that is the only 5 a side version
approved by FIFA and the Football Association of Malaysia.
The Football Association of Malaysia recognizes the value and contribution
Futsal can have as integral part of the Malaysia Football DNA.

Futsal rewards the same
basic skills, tactics and
knowledge of the game as
the 11v11 outdoor game.

Statistical study
comparing futsal to indoor
football with walls,
players touch the ball
210% more often.

Action is continuous so players are forced to continue the play instead
of stopping and watching.
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“I needed extremely good feet,
because you are always attempting
to beat opponents in the minimum
of space. I loved the challenge of
playing on such a small pitch”
− Cristiano Ronaldo

With limited space,
constant opponent
pressure and touch lines,
improved ball control skills
are required.

The goal and penalty area
are a perfect size for
narrowing the angle, so
players learn to shoot
accurately to score goals.

Limited space, constant
opponent pressure and
touch lines, together with a
four second start rule makes
players play and think
faster.

With four players +
goalkeeper on the pitch
and all the basic options of
the outdoor game in nonstop action mode, players’
understanding of the game
is enhanced.

“Futsal confronts the player with constant decision making, when you
receive the ball, you are faced with a dozen of options. Your brain act like a
computer: it realizes it has been faced with this situation before and tries to
come up with the right answer, the right pass or right shot, you are faced with
many of these options and that is why you improve so much”
− Arsene Wenger
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Persatuan Bolasepak
Perlis

Persatuan Bolasepak
Kedah

Persatuan Bolasepak
Pulau Pinang

Persatuan Bolasepak
Perak

Persatuan Bolasepak
Selangor

Persatuan Bolasepak
Kuala Lumpur

Persatuan Bolasepak
Negeri Sembilam

Persatuan Bolasepak
Melaka

Persatuan Bolasepak
Johor

Persatuan Bolasepak
Pahang

Persatuan Bolasepak
Terengganu

Persatuan Bolasepak
Kelantan

Persatuan Bolasepak
Sarawak

Persatuan Bolasepak
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Persatuan Bolasepak
Angkatan Tentera Malaysia
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Melayu Malaysia
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Cina Malaysia

Majlis Sukan India
Malaysia

Persatuan Jurulatih
Bolasepak Malaysia

FOOTBALL ASSOCIATION OF MALAYSIA

Developing
Future Winners.
The Malaysian Way.
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